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Women and Travel 
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English translation: 

 
Man: Traveling abroad  for a woman is something I oppose, but … ah … but if she has a 
with her mihrim,1 this would be fine. 
 
Woman behind camera: What does mihrim mean?  
 
Man: Mihrim means that it’s allowed for him to protect her … her brother … ah … her 
husband … ah … the next of kin relationship must be strong, I mean -- her father, that’s 
it, but traveling by a woman abroad is something I oppose, I mean. 
 
Yes, there is one of my siblings whose name is Naglaa, she was the one who traveled to 
the United States of America … ah … because of a student scholarship from the 
Fulbright [Foundation], but I was in the army when she traveled. I tried to convince her 
not to travel, but my father was the one who agreed that she would travel. And since my 
father agreed, then that’s it, I have to respect his opinion, because he has the first and 
final decision in the house, I mean.  
 
Woman behind camera: Why did you want to convince her not to travel? 
 

                                                 
1 Mihrim is a man responsible for her.  
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Man: Because that life would be a new life. I would not know if she would be safe there 
or not. I worry about my siblings. But my kindness might prevent such a thing, I mean … 
and I [my] worry is [that] she’s not safe. I was …ah … I was in the army.  Although the 
burden of the army is very huge, and the orders of military code and discipline and … ah 
… .it was hard, the army is hard … in spite of that, I was while sleeping at night, I dream 
of seeing my siblings safe, and I worry about them while I’m away from them.  
 
Ah … I love it because I miss them, but I was very worried about them, and I wake up 
suddenly because my sister, who’s abroad, will not find [have] anyone when she gets 
sick; she will not find anyone kind to her who will take her to the hospital … ah.  It’s not 
that I opposed it because I didn’t trust her -- no, I trust her. But I opposed it because I was 
worried about her.       
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